For most universities, polytechnics and other professional educational institutions with a growing number of students, the day to start professionalising examination processes will be inevitable. For smaller schools it might never be necessary, but when your teachers start spending a great deal of their time on developing and scoring of tests, then that might be the moment of truth.

Think! Data Services offers a tailored examination management solution consisting of: OMR student answer sheets, an OMR / Imaging scanner and examination management software for designing, administering and scoring of paper-based and computer-based (online) tests.

By means of an automated examination management system educational institutions can effectively manage the whole examination process and simultaneously save time and money spend on designing, scoring and printing of tests.
Examination systems generally fall into two categories: subjective and objective. Think! Data Services Ltd is specialised in objective examination systems. Through our automated examination system, educational institutions such as college’s, polytechnics and universities, will be able to manage their examinations more effectively.

Automated examination systems by means of scannable student answer sheets are commonly used by educational institutions all over the world, to administer tests for larger numbers of students, e.g. for end of the year tests or final exams.

With the use of data capture technologies - **Optical Mark Recognition (OMR)/ Imaging scanner** - and **customized exam marking software** - teachers get more time to do what they do best: teaching. The scoring of tests can now be done automatically, while at the same time the chances of human errors in the whole process will be reduced to a minimum.

Besides objective question types, our OMR answer sheets also allow for a **combination of objective and subjective testing**. Contact us for more information or a demonstration.

Our **automated examination system** includes an OMR/ Imaging scanner, scannable student answer sheets and customized exam marking software.

Our **examination management system** covers all the aspects of the examination process, from designing tests, to saving questions in question bank, managing student data and test results to actually administer the tests on paper or online.
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**OUR SOLUTIONS**

- Automated examination system
- Examination management system
- Automated survey solution
- Automated inspection management system
- Customized automated data capture solutions